The four essential elements of a
high-performing team
Law is a business. To stay ahead of the competition you need to manage your legal team with cutting
edge management systems and techniques. “Working With Teams and Managing People,” part of
the Graduate Diploma in Legal Services Management, was built to teach the most up-to-date human
capital management practices and how you can apply them to your law firm or legal department.
Whether you’re a managing partner, director, general counsel or practice group chair – leadership
techniques and style matter. Lawyers work with teams – students, clerks, administrative staff, other
lawyers. Our course was built to teach you how to build and run the right teams for any mandate
– and we’re going to get you off on the right foot by sharing the four essential elements of any highfunctioning team.
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Know your why

This seems obvious, right? But think back –
how often have you been on a team that, in
retrospect, didn’t seem to know what it was for?
Knowing what a team’s mandate is when it is
formed is essential not only to keep you on task,
but also to give you vital information on when to
dissolve the team... something that’s ultimately
as productive as forming it in the first place.
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Chocolate and peanut
butter (and bananas)

Having your best people on a team is great.
Having people whose skills and insights
complement each other is even better. Once you
know your purpose, consider the elements that
will go into achieving your goal.
Is there a team member that can champion
or provide expertise on every element of that
purpose?

Working With Teams and Managing People, LSM 840,

is one of the flagship courses of the Queen’s Graduate Diploma
in Legal Services Management, Canada’s only online program
delivering business excellence training to legal professionals.
Developed by and for legal professionals, it will help you stand out
in the practice of law and equip you with the skills you need to
future-proof your legal career.

teams.lawmanagement.ca
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Ownership is essential

You’ve got a purpose, and you’ve got your experts: but are they willing to be accountable
for their ends of the bargain? Inspiring team members to take ownership over their portfolio
– and knowing how and when to acknowledge and reward that ownership – is the living
heart of delegation, and one of the most powerful tools in any management toolbox.
We’ll teach you empower, and provide you with tools to ensure team members clearly understand
their mandates and responsibilities in the context of your greater goal.
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Safety first
Psychological safety is critical: are your members speaking to,
and connecting with, each other?

It takes skill, and training, to develop the kinds of aptitudes that
let you observe and identify when things are going well (and not
so well), and how to ensure your team is communicating clearly
and effectively... the essential element to making sure everyone is
pulling in the same direction.
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